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ABSTRACT
This note examines motivations an consequences of a

widely he d generative phonological, analysis of the qdern French
vowel sys em. This analysis claims that only three degtees of vowel
height are distinctive in Modern .French. It is argued thai`the
analysis would be improved by adding an additional degremoof vowel
height, creating a System which meets the minimum requirements of
observational adepiacy and phonetic realism. .(Author/A4)
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A NOTE ON THE PRE CH VOWEL SYSTEM

Douglas C. Walker

This note will explore certain motivations and
consequences of a widely held genekatite phono-
logical analysis-of the Modern Ffenchla) vowel .
system.-- that proposed in Schane, French Phono-
logy and Morphology' (FPH).- One-of the innovations
in the FPM analysis is the claim that-only three
degrees of-vowel height are distinctive in MF.
Thus; the,underlying vowel Ostem2 is characteri-
zed as follows (FPM: 21) :

,\

(1) +high
-low

-high
-low

Thigh:
+low

a

-back 4badk +back
-round -round. +round

Although there is a certain amount of intereal
motivation for this three.height classification,
the choice is also dictated by the phonological
.theory withinbwhich FM was written, essentially
that of The- Sound Pattern of Enalish. Given two
binary features [high land [low] plds the impossi-
bility.of-thccombination [4high, flow], three
heights are all that the distinctive feature theory
permits the vowel system of a language to have.
Moreover, because only a single feature for tongue
position-on the anterior-posterior plane is used,
there are only front and back, but no central,
vowels on the underlying level. While these li-
mitations may be well motivated on the basis of
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other languages, they have serious Consequences
for the treatment of French under consideration.
It is'tothese interactions between: theory and
somewhat intractable data that now turn. The
pointrof departure will be the contrast between
the FPM system of (1) and more traditional ana-7
lyses-where the oppositions relevant to this dis-
cussion are usually charicterized.as follows
(Malmberg 1969: 27):

-.(.2) high,
, u-

higher `mid
"--1 ....

. _

o -

"lower mid - -
. :-

trdhe'5" 'tack

The obvious point -to esphsisixt'is that a feature
system with three-tonge: he_ights: and two- poSitions

on the front-back plane-is incapable of distin-
guishing all of the vowels of (2).-_in-any natural
and non-ad hoc manner. In- a systi'mwith only

th4e degree's of height, the vowels -/ taaa,-as
the/ lowest vowels in the-system4-are all specie=
fied Plow1.3 Since a fifth, front rounded low
vowel /e/ -must be distinguished in derived. repre-
sentations, and since-the maximum number of low
vowels that can be distinguished with then-remain-
ing features [back] and [round] ii-fourrone.of
the low vowels must be omitted-.--This accounts
for the absence of /affroleunderlying (and largely
from derived) representatiOns in FPM.

Now it is certainly the case-that-there _exist ana-
lyses of MF in whiCh the phoneme /a/ is absent
itom the vowel - system. Is. this omission thereby -'

justified in FPM? It..dbes not appear so, for, the --

following reason. The "additional" 'low vowellof
is not distinctive in certain innovative -or informal
dialects.4 Yet it is not these dialects that are
described in FPM, but rather a more formal, ortho -
epic system in which the /a-- a oppositiOn is
maintained. .The fact that FAMTis dealing with a
formal dialect is clear from several of the amt-

.

lytic positions adopted: .

(3) (a) The opposition I - E/ exists (in,
standard French). only in conseivative,
styles or -among the older generation .

This opposition is included in FPM.

.44
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(b) Schwa is included in many representations
where it never shows up on the phonetic
surface except-in very formal styles (poe-
try,-formal recitation, and so on). Much
of the justification for schaw in FPM, in
other words, comes from formal registers.

(c) Although there is often not a full - fledged:

opposition between /e - e/ and the other
mid vowel pairs /0 - ce/,./o --3/, parti-
cularly in informal speech, the FPM deci-
=sion is to "nonetheless represent the high
mid and low mid vowels differently in

. the phonetic (derived) representatiohs..."
(FPM: 19).

(d)1The nature of the data upon which many of
the phonological alternations are posited
involves learned, rare, or morphologi-
cally complex items (cf. FPM: 20, 46-47,'

etc:), all of-which are more characteris-
tic of-formal styles. \

In all of,these important areas; then, although
ther;e-Nis the possibility of restricting the ana-

lys s to Informal level, the FPM position is
to include the formal variants. It is a consi-

derable contradiction , therefore, when'one of the
orthoepically important distinctions, that between
/a/ and /of, is omitted. is is reasonably clear

that the omission was dictated by the nature of °

the distinctive feature system used, rather than
by empirical considerations. °

Granted, then, that the distinctions /a -.a/ merits
attention in the conservative dialect described in -

FPM, how should.it be approached? Within the same

three height feature.system,otwo possibilities
suggest themselves. n.sevaral ofthe words that
consistently have /a/;4there exist morphologically
related forms with /s/ following the ia/: bas

basse, las -.lasse - lassitude, pas - trepasser,
pate pastel, male - masculin, arm - asinien,
and to on. It would be possible to set up under-
lying representations containing the sequence
/...as.../ for these forms, and to derive surface
[a] by means of lexically restricted deletion and
quality modification rules (suggestions to this
effect may be found on FPM: 55). While this
solutiod works for the forms cited, in order to
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account-for all instances of /aritwould.force
the introduction* of underlying /stin the-signi-

ficantIyAarger set of items where there is no
related form motivating it (ait, vase, phase,
theatre, paille, canaille, etc.). In cases where

there is free variation between forms with /a/
And forms with /a/ (i.e.in the suffixes -able,-
-ation),.this:variation must be indirectly:repre-
sented in terms of an /a/ - /as/ alternation, a
counter intuitive result. These. considerations

seriously weaken any proposal to account for /a/

by positing an unearlying sequence

An alternative manner of marking the /a - of dis-
tinction would be to consider the feature [long)
as pertinent, with quality differences.predieted
from length. Since /a/ is usually short and front,
and /a/ long and back,5 they could be distinguished
as fa/ and /k:/ respectively. This hasithe advan-

tage of linking this opposition to another marginal

distinction in MP; that betweenie/,andft:/.
(mettreatre, tette - tate, faites - fate, and
so on). The major - problem with this proposal is

'the existence of a considerable number of pairs
where the length distidction is absent(in stressed
open syllables), but where the quality distinction.

is Maintained,: ma - mat, la - las, to -,tas, patte

pate, and so_on.--The feature [longl-rs of no help

here. It appears that the sole recourse, if the
standard formal dialect is to be analysed, is to
accept four degrees-of height in the'voWei system.
How isthis to be accomplished? /

One solution, remaining within the standard gene-
phonological paradigm,6 has been proposed

by Kiparsky (1968: 185-188). In studying a set

of Germati dialects, Kiparsky noted the need to
distinguish four distinctive degrees of tongue
height, and proposed the following_classifica-

tion:

(4)

high -

mid -
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This system is obviously adaptable to the MT sys-
tem in the following way:

(5) +high
-mid

+high

-high
+mid

-high .

-void

0

3

a

-back +back +back
-round -round +round

The adVintages of such a system are evident.7
-First, it meets the. minimum requirements of ob-
servational adequacy and phonetic realism. Norer
over; 'it gronps.the mid vowel paird-le e, ft- 'A

CE, o - o/ together as a natural class of mid..
-vowels, which wasmot done-in the old feature
system. This is a welcome result given the well
-knoWn neutralization of these pairs in-various.
contexts. In grouping the vowels this way,.the
system gives.somi indication of the'dynamics of
the MF. phonological system. Kiparsky.has apecu-

'lated that vowel systems with four :degrees of
height are inherently instable, and should tend
to reduce. to three degrees. ° This is what is

t happening in various efntagmatic positions in
the formal dialect of Fri (in pretoniC'and in
closed syllables), and in other social or regiOnal
dialects (the Midi has no contrast between the
higher mid and lower mid vowels). In any case,
whatever the particular modification adopted, it
As Clear that the FPM.anilysis could be improves
by adding an.additional-4egree.of vowel height,'
and that -t6 dialect of French considered in that
work provides additional motivation for some such
modification of distinctive feature theory.9
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FOOTNOTES

1Schane,'S.A., French Phonology'and Morpbo-

logy,'Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1968.

2This system differs in many respects froa
standard phonemic analysis of MF,-,notably ig the

absence of front rounded and nasal vowels, both.of
which are derived by morphophonemic rule. The

PPM underlying system also includes a distinction

between tense and lax variantslof all vowels, which

Is omitted as not directly relevant to the ques-

tion at ha5.

.3An additional reason for grodping /a/ and

/3/ together as low vowels is that they both under-
, go a rule of vowel fronting, anti should therefore

form a natural class. The'rule upon which this,

claim is based is notuncontroversial, however.

`However, there are other dialects, notably
Canadian French, where the opposition is, still

functional. . .

That is, in those pairs where there is a
..-

,

phonemic\difference between /a/ and /a/, /a/ is\

.
long. In the several positions of.neutralizatioll

there may be occurrences of short_la (in final \,'

open syllables), or long /a /. (preceding a-"con-

,
sone allongeante"). .

.
.

--)
6--This paradigm specifies the dpe of binary:

distinctive features.. An alternative proposal

using an n-ary feature-of tongue:height with four

different degrees Ifor this case) will' not be

' pursued here. For an alternative proposal using li.

the feature[tense], see Brunet (1972).

7
...

.. \-. There are also some unsatisfactory aspects,

such as specifying /e/ as a high,vowel; lacking

a direct' specification-of low vowels despite their

unmarked character (at least for /a/); and the

rbitrary choice of features used ([low] and, .

d), or [high] and [raised], among others,_would_

els -work) .- Many'of t ese questio0will nosroubt'

'

be /clarified by furth work on markedness theory:,7?

Note,-however, that ese difficulties can be

avoided bY\adopting an n-ary analysis of vitae'

height.
/

,

.

8
This claim tray require refinement. I have
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,argued (Walker, forthcoming) that a four degree

system of vowel' height isnecessary for a certain

stage of Old Fren*. If this system is continued
into MF, al distinction that has persisted for 800

years can hardly be called "instable"..

9
This.work is supported by grant S73-0697,

from' the Cnada CoUnciIc
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